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(From left) Kong Hee, seen here with his lawyers, Aaron Lee and Edwin Tong from Allen and Gledhill.

THE DEFENSE CASE:
TESTIFYING TO THE TRUTH
The first three of the six defendants—John Lam, Kong Hee and Sharon Tan—have taken the stand to bear witness to what they
believe is the truth in the ongoing case against them. City News Weekly takes stock.
By THE CITY NEWS TEAM

The City Harvest trial has been a long
journey for the six accused by the State of
Singapore of conspiring to misuse church
funds. The court has sat for 88 days so far,

and it looks likely that it will stretch all the
way through 2015, with three more defendants taking the stand starting next January, followed by the defense witnesses.

The prosecution's case, which began in
May last year and concluded this past February, saw the deputy public prosecutors
making their case with 14 witnesses. The

prosecution’s case is that the Xtron and
Firna bonds, which City Harvest Church
Continued on Page 2
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The Defense Case: Testifying To The Truth (cont’d
from Page 1).

subscribed to, were “sham” investments
used to channel the church’s building fund
into the Crossover Project. The second
set of charges surround transactions that
were carried out to redeem the Xtron and
Firna bonds. The prosecution holds that
these “round-tripping” transactions—involving the advance rental licence agreement (ARLA) between CHC and Xtron,
and funds invested by CHC into its fund
manager AMAC’s Special Opportunity
Fund—were devised to “defraud” the auditors.
The defense case began on Jul 14, with
three defendants taking the stand: former
board member John Lam, senior pastor
Kong Hee and finance manager Sharon
Tan.
“MY ONLY GAINS FROM CHURCH
WERE SPIRITUAL”
Former board member and investment
committee member John Lam was the
first to take the stand. The court heard
that the Crossover Project began as a natural progression from CHC’s 1995 Church
Without Walls movement, and became a
mission of the church to fulfill the Great
Commission, that is, to preach the Gospel
to the ends of the earth. This would be accomplished by sending the then-worship
pastor and wife of Kong Hee, Sun Ho, out
into the pop music world to reach the unchurched.
Lam, a founding member of the
church, is a chartered financial analyst
and also a fellow certified public accountant. He held various posts in the church
as volunteer: he was the treasurer in the
CHC board and was involved in the investment and audit committees. The
court heard that he was roped in mostly
to advise on accounting matters due to his
background.
Lam told the court that he, among
others, had been “traumatized” by the
Roland Poon incident—in January 2003,
Poon had gone to the media and made allegations that the church’s building fund
had been used to market Ho’s music career. Lam told the court it had never occurred to him that the public and other
Christians would object to such a project
to reach the secular world through pop
music. The court heard throughout the
defense case so far that this led to the creation of an indirect relationship between
the church and the vehicles that managed
the Crossover Project, such as Xtron Productions, which was formed in 2003 to
manage Ho.
Lam’s testimony was that the church
leadership did its best to perform all transactions in a proper manner. The funding of
the Crossover came from Xtron, which issued bonds to CHC amounting to $21.5m
in 2007. This amount comprised “surplus
funds” from the church’s building fund—
one of the uses of the building fund, as
decided on by the executive members of
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John Lam joined the church before it became CHC and served as a volunteer.
the church, was for investments. Lam told
the court that he felt investing into Xtron
bonds made sense as Ho had enjoyed a
good track record as a pop artist, and that
he was confident his pastor, Kong Hee,
would not fail in such an important mission. Additionally, he was assured by businessman Wahju Hanafi’s personal guarantee to underwrite any losses incurred
by Xtron in the Crossover Project.
The court also heard during Lam’s testimony the CHC leadership took advice

company to minimize impairment in its
books as this indicated a decrease in value,
but it did not mean anything “untoward”
was going on. An impairment of $2.5m
was eventually recorded to accurately reflect the state of Xtron’s finances at that
point in time.
The court heard that for the past 30
years, Lam’s life had revolved around his
family, his job and his church, and that he
had never made any personal gains from
the church, except for spiritual gain and

However, the 2003 Roland Poon incident was
a wake up call to the church, said Kong. “[It]
woke us up to the reality that what we perceive
as something good…in the church may not be
how those outside the church would perceive it.”
from the auditors seriously. The Investment Committee was formed at the suggestion of auditor Foong Daw Ching, the
managing partner of Baker Tilly, and it
was decided by the IC in December 2007
that the church board should have full details of every investment made through
fund management firm AMAC, which
was founded by co-defendant Chew Eng
Han.
Among the many accusations lobbied
at him by deputy public prosecutor Mavis
Chionh were the “comfort letter” to Hanafi
that Lam signed and his anxiety about
avoiding impairment in Xtron’s books—
ostensibly at CHC’s cost. Lam explained
that he had understood from Chew that
Hanafi had no intention of enforcing the
“comfort letter”. Lam also saw absolutely
no reason for CHC to trigger the convertibility feature of the Firna bonds.
As for Xtron’s financial state, he explained it was common practice for any

the gains of friendship, “which has been
since I met Pastor Kong from 1987 until
now.” When asked by senior counsel N
Sreenivasan if he understood what conspiracy he was being charged for being
part of, Lam replied that he did not know.
THE VISIONARY OF THE CROSSOVER PROJECT
When CHC’s senior pastor took the stand
on Aug 11, the court room was packed
with both media and curious members of
the public.
In his examination-in-chief, Kong
gave the court the spiritual background to
the Crossover Project, its success in Asia,
and Sun Ho’s subsequent entry into the
US music industry. Kong told the court
that the Crossover began as a church mission and the first album had been funded
by the church as a mission work—a fact
that executive members were aware of.
However, the 2003 Roland Poon incident

was a wake up call to the church, said
Kong. “[It] woke us up to the reality that
what we perceive as something good…in
the church may not be how those outside
the church would perceive it.”
The allegations that church building
fund was used to promote Ho’s music
career and that Kong made the church
worship Ho shook the members and the
leadership. The court heard that from
that point, Kong felt that in order to protect the Crossover mission, the church’s
involvement could not be obvious. It was
seen throughout his testimony that if
there was no legal obligation to disclose a
matter, Kong preferred not to provide full
disclosure, in order not to jeopardize the
mission.
Kong also consistently emphasized
that it was of paramount importance
to him that the church was protected
at all times. To ensure that everything
was “properly done”, he had consistently
turned to auditors—the court heard that
Baker Tilly charged CHC a higher fee than
other audit companies—and lawyers—the
court heard that Kong had relied on “top”
lawyers” from “top law firms” like Drew
and Napier and Rajah and Tann.   Kong
also repeatedly pointed out that for every major decision made by his team, he
constantly reminded them to “check with
the lawyers and auditors”. The court heard
that Foong, a trusted advisor who Kong
called “Brother Foong”, had been given
full disclosure of everything with regards
to CHC’s financial transactions, “the good,
the bad and the ugly.”
The prosecution alleged during its
cross-examination of Kong that he was
the “ultimate decision-maker” who conspired with the other defendants to
“channel funds” to the Crossover Project
through sham bonds, that they sought to
conceal the “misuse of church funds”, that
Kong “manipulated” the Xtron directors
and that Hanafi’s personal guarantee was
an “afterthought”.
Kong answered that he was the visionary of the church and the one who received the mandate to start the Crossover
Project. However, he pointed out that
each of the defendants had a role to play
to ensure the success of the Crossover. His
role, he told the court, was to budget for
the US album production to ensure its
success. Over the course of Kong’s time
in court, many different scenarios and
budgets that he had worked on were seen.
The court also heard that when producers Wyclef Jean and Lisa Ellis wanted to
increase the budget by at least US$10m.
Kong decided despite their track record,
he could not put the church at risk. The
decision was then made for Ho to work
with another producer, Johnny Wright.
Kong told the court that, as he was
a pastor and had no financial training,
he only handled the budget and left it to
fund manager Chew, working with pastor
Tan Ye Peng, to figure out how the financing would be done. The accounting was
handled by Serina Wee and Sharon Tan.
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Sharon Tan kept discretionary information off the minutes to
maintain distance between CHC and Xtron.
Kong told the court that “everyone had a
role to play” in the Crossover Project.
The personal guarantee given by
Hanafi came under fire during Kong’s
cross-examination. Despite the fact
that Hanafi was the prosecution’s witness and that his testimony matched
Kong’s with regard to how he had come
to underwrite the Crossover Project, the
prosecution still tried to cast doubt on
his personal guarantee, noting that an
“official” guarantee was only drawn up
in 2010 and backdated to 2007. Both
Hanafi’s and Kong’s testimonies showed
that Hanafi had made good on his promise and paid for the Crossover Project,
even though, not being liquid, he had to

take loans to keep
his word and is
still servicing those
loans today.
It also surfaced in court that
in 2010, after the
investigations began, Kong’s former
lawyer told him to
write a letter and
“come clean” about
his wrongdoings.
Kong penned a 12page letter explaining the genesis of
the Crossover and
the events that
transpired,
from
his point of view.
When asked what
he had done wrong,
he answered, “I was
ignorant. I could
have been more
involved in some
of the financial
transactions, understood it more. I
felt I was negligent
not being around
enough.” The court
saw that this letter,
his answers to the
Commercial Affairs
Department
and
his testimony in
court were all consistent.

HOW “PALM OIL” AND AUDITOR
SPARKED OFF EVENTS
Finance manager Sharon Tan experienced a number of emotional moments
in court throughout her time on the
stand. The mother of three had taken
over Wee’s position as finance manager
of the church in 2008. Sharon Tan is
accused of devising a series of “roundtripping” transactions to create the false
appearance that the Xtron and Firna
investments by the church had been redeemed.
It was during Sharon Tan’s testimony
that the details of CHC’s Suntec acquisition came to light. The court heard that

the church had begun looking for a new
worship premise in the city in 2005. By
2009, this search had intensified—after
considering 20 properties, the church
had narrowed it down to two locations:
Suntec Singapore (code named “Palm
Oil”) and the plot of land that Capitol
Building sits on (code named “Crude
Oil”).
For the purposes of this property
search, the court heard that in 2009,
the church entered into the ARLA with
Xtron. The court heard that the board
approved the plan for the advance rental
to be primarily used to enable Xtron to
bid for a new building, and secondarily
to be used to redeem Firna and Xtron
bonds. Eventually, CHC succeeded in its

When the ARLA was
rescinded, Hanafi’s
guarantee was then activated to make up for
Xtron’s deficit. Hanafi
had told the court during his time on the
stand he had given his
word and kept it, and
he had done so with
the belief that the US
album would launch
and its projected sales
would cover all Xtron’s
accumulated costs.
bid for a stake in Suntec and the ARLA
was rescinded. This put Xtron in a position of having to return the remaining
monies to CHC.
Sharon Tan was also queried about
the real reason why the Xtron and Firna bonds were redeemed in 2009. The
prosecution held that it was because the
team was trying to avoid being found
out that the church had been investing

in “sham” bonds. Sharon Tan explained
that it was the church’s audit engagement partner at that period, Sim Guan
Seng, who had expressed that he did
not like having such bonds in the CHC
books, as they were not market bonds
and had to be valued. It was then decided
that it was best to clear the bonds off the
books once and for all. The ARLA was
drawn up and part of it went to effect the
redemption of bonds. When the ARLA
was rescinded, Hanafi’s guarantee was
then activated to make up for Xtron’s
deficit. Hanafi had told the court during his time on the stand he had given
his word and kept it, and he had done so
with the belief that the US album would
launch and its projected sales would
cover all Xtron’s accumulated costs.
The prosecution zoomed in on a
number of practices that Sharon Tan
had, such as backdating minutes and
leaving Xtron-related information off
the board minutes. The court heard that
Sharon Tan had kept discretionary information off the minutes as it was necessary to maintain the distance between
Xtron and CHC, and that during some
board meetings, the investment committee members would discuss the IC
agenda, but these would be minuted later as a separate meeting. As for Sharon
Tan’s testimony that Sim had told her to
take the bonds off the books, the prosecution pointed out that this was not
recorded anywhere, and Sim’s testimony
on the stand was that he did not tell Sharon Tan that.
Sharon Tan’s defense is that she did
everything according to what she believed was right and that she understood
each transaction to be legitimate. She
told the court that it was her privilege
to work for church for the last 10 years,
and that “all these years of working in
church, I never had any intention to
cause any loss to church.”
When cross-examined by SC Sreenivasan, Sharon Tan said that, given all that
has transpired, she still does not know
why she has been charged.
Sharon Tan’s time on the stand,
which ended on Oct 2, marked the sixth
tranche in the trial. The trial resumes on
Jan 26, 2015 with former fund manager
Chew Eng Han taking the stand.

JOHN LAM

KONG HEE

SHARON TAN

Key arguments:
• He was a church volunteer not involved in the
planning and financing of the Crossover Project.
• Always acted in the church's best interests
• The investment in the Xtron and Firna bond
were arm's length transactions between
independent parties.
•The first Xtron bond was a genuine investment.

Key arguments:
• He handled budgets but not the financing of the
Crossover Project.
• Always checked with lawyers and auditors, always
reminded team to do likewise.
• Insistent that church must be protected and not
subject to high risk.
• Trusted his team to perform their individual roles.

Key arguments:
• Trusted each person in the team.
• Believed that every transaction was legitimate.
• Took minutes excluding discretionary details in
order to protect the Crossover Project.
• Had taken auditor Sim Guan Seng’s advice
to “take bonds off books”.

(Three charges)
Accused of conspiracy to commit criminal breach
of trust (CBT) for putting monies from CHC’s building fund into “sham” investments in Xtron and Firna.

(Three charges)
Accused of conspiracy to commit criminal breach of
trust (CBT) for putting monies from CHC’s building fund
into “sham” investments in Xtron and Firna.

(Seven charges)
Accused of devising a series of “round-tripping”
transactions to create the false appearance that
the investments had been redeemed.
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The Mystery Of The FIR
Since Chew Eng Han’s former lawyer senior counsel Michael Khoo raised the question of what actually constituted the First
Information Report, senior counsel N Sreenivasan has been pursuing the matter. What was this “communication” from the COC
that sparked off the CAD investigation into City Harvest Church?
By THE CITY NEWS TEAM
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SC N Sreenivasan says the prosecution has not
complied.

Senior counsel for Tan
Ye Peng, N Sreenivasan, made submissions
on Sep 22 on his application for the Commissioner of Charities
document or piece of
communication
that
sparked off the Commercial Affairs Department investigation into
City Harvest Church.
Citing a CAD press
release that read, “the
COC received complaints of misuse of
church funds and informed the CAD when
it assessed that some
of these transactions
needed to be investigated,”
Sreenivasan
pointed out this com-

munication from the COC to the CAD
that sparked off the investigation into
CHC would constitute the First Information Report.
Earlier this tranche, the prosecution had attempted to introduce as
evidence fund manager Chew Eng
Han’s voluntary statement to the
COC, which was apparently part of
the COC report of 2013. The prosecution showed a notice to produce in the
middle of this year—a point Sreenivasan refuted, saying that the prosecution should obtain such information
“in a proper way” and that disclosure
should be made to the defense.
The senior counsel told the court,
“They have it. They have got it in the
course of investigations. It’s relevant
because they’ve used it in cross-examination. Hand it over.”
When the prosecution demurred
that what is in the CAD’s possession
is not in the prosecution’s possession,
Sreenivasan pointed out that it is well
known that the CAD investigating officer is at the “beck and call of the DPP”.
The judge told Sreenivasan he was
“quite sympathetic” to the position the
defense lawyer was in as far as the COC
report was concerned. He clarified that
he did not think Sreenivasan was on
a “fishing expedition” as the prosecution had earlier accused. When it’s a
fishing expedition,
the judge noted,
the applicant cannot even identify
the document he is
looking for, but in
this case, Sreenivasan is pointing to
a specific piece of
evidence that has
been
announced
“to the world at
large” in a press
release. The judge
also suggested that
Sreenivasan make
his submission under section 235 of
the Criminal Procedure Code.
The judge said, “I take this starting
position. The report itself to the CAD,
on the prima facie basis, at least, appears to be relevant to these proceedings. And if that is the case, then it is
not a long stretch for Mr Sreeni then
to contend that it is either necessary or

desirable for the document to be produced.”
The judge ordered the prosecution
to ask the investigating officer, Kevin
Han, if he has a copy of this document.
On Sep 30, it was heard that the
prosecution provided the judge with
13 sets of documents, most of which
was publicly available information.
The judge deemed that one document—a deck of PowerPoint slides
prepared by the COC—suitable.
“I've found that only A4, which is
the PowerPoint presentation on the
COC scope of inquiry, might be relevant for these proceedings. On that
basis, I've directed that A4 should be
made available to the defence,” said
the judge.
Sreenivasan argued that the prosecution had not complied with the
order. He pointed out that he had specifically made an application for the
communication from COC referred to
in the joint media release dated May
31, 2010, which could have been verbal—in which case, according to the
Criminal Procedure Code, minutes of
that communication must be made
available to the defense. He also noted
that Kevin Han, the investigating officer, was made the IO on Apr 30, 2010,
but the investigations started May 31,
2010. Han had
told the court he
had received the
information before he was made
IO, which would
date this communication
sometime before Apr
30, 2010.
“The
prosecution has given
us
everything
but the subject
matter of that request, and when
they gave the file
to your Honour,
they had given
your Honour everything but the
subject matter of that request,” said
the senior counsel.
The judge, after getting the prosecution to confirm that these were the
only documents they had, decided that
the document (A4) had been made
available to the defense and there was
no need for further points.

“The prosecution has
given us everything
but the subject matter
of that request, and
when they gave the
file to your Honour,
they had given your
Honour everything
but the subject matter
of that request,” said
the senior counsel.
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CROSSOVER
CROSSOVER
MISSION
MISSION

At the Vision Weekend of
Sep 1-2, 2001, senior pastor
of City Harvest Church Kong
Hee shared with members
the idea to use pop music for
evangelism. Worship pastor
Sun Ho was appointed to
carry out the music mission
(later known as the Crossover
Project). As it was a church
mission, it was funded by the
church at the start.

2001

• CHC management board
confirmed formally, in a
board meeting on May 5,
2002, that the music mission
was consistent with the over
all objective of the church to
fulfill the Great Commission.
• Church member Wahju
Hanafi attended one of
the Gospel concerts and was
touched by the number of
people who responded to the
altar call. He made a verbal
pledge to Kong to sponsor the
Crossover Project.   

2002

• In January 2003, church member Roland Poon
made allegations in the mass media that church
funds were used to promote Ho’s career. Both
John Lam and Kong testified that this incident
caused the church leaders and management board
to realize that the public and other Christians
would object to such a project to reach the secular
world through pop music. Since that incident, the
church leadership decided that church could not
be seen to fund Crossover Project directly. It
followed through that later, when it came to the
transactions between Xtron and CHC, the
leadership would prefer not to disclose if they
were not legally bound to do so.
• The board turned to Hanafi to fulfill his verbal
pledge to Kong and cover the expenses of Ho’s first
two albums, Sun With Love and SUN*day. Hanafi
agreed and requested for a refund of his build
   ing fund to be donated to Attributes Pte Ltd, then
the body handling the album production. A
member of the Hanafi family later made a video
to express to the church their desire to sponsor the
Crossover Project.

• On Apr 27, 2003, at CHC's Annual General
Meeting, Foong Daw Ching, of the accounting
firm TeoFoongWongLCLoong, recorded a video
statement where he declared “no church funds
were ever used in the promotion of Ms. Ho Yeow
Sun's secular singing career…” Kong and the
board thus took the position that no church
funds were used.
• On Jun 18, 2003, Xtron Pte Ltd was registered
as a production house. Its directors at that time
were Chew Eng Han, Lam and Janet Chong,
Chew's wife.
• An artiste management agreement between
Xtron and Ho, dated Jun 18, 2003, was signed
for Xtron to provide artist management services.
• In July 2003, Ho recorded two singles, “Where
Did Love Go?” and “One With You” in the US.
The two songs were meant to be included in her
Chinese albums and Justin Herz, the American
producer who would later manage her US
album, would also market them in the US.

In mid-2004, Hanafi, the Xtron
director at that time and main
investor of the Crossover Project,
flew to America to meet with Herz
personally; he was convinced that it
was a worthwhile venture for Ho to
try breaking into the US market.

2003

2004

Timeline Of The
City Harvest Case

After following the court trial for 88 days over the past one and half years, City News Weekly pieces together
what it understands to be the sequence of events that led to the inception of the transactions in question: the
first Xtron bond, the amended Xtron bond, the Firna bond, and the Special Opportunity Fund. Information
presented here has been heard in court and/or found in the Agreed Statement of Facts.
By THE CITY NEWS TEAM

The “Hole” Was Plugged
Church Suffered No Loss
In 2010, there was an urgent need to plug a multimillion dollar “hole” stemming from money that
had been expended on
the Crossover Project, via
the Xtron and Firna bonds.
Kong Hee testified (on Sep
8, 2014) that the impetus
to “plug the hole” was because of rumors from a

few bloggers that Xtron was siphoning the church’s building
fund to put into the Crossover
Project.
At the same time, Xtron was
in urgent need for funds to repay CHC when the ARLA was
rescinded. In order to pay off
the ARLA, Wahju Hanafi was
asked to activate his personal
guarantee, to fill up the “hole.”

The “hole” was eventually
filled by Hanafi making good
his commitment to underwrite
the Crossover Project, and he
achieved this by taking loans
from banks and his personal
friends as he did not have liquid funds at that point, he testified. At that time, there was
still expectation for sales proceeds to come in from the upcoming US album. The court
heard that Kong had pitched
in with funds from his personal resources to help Hanafi

good. The court also heard
that Hanafi is still servicing the
loans today.
During cross-examination,
audit engagement partner
Sim Guan Seng confirmed to
senior counsel N Sreenivasan
that all the funds that went to
Xtron as advance rental, the
money that went into the SOF
investments at material time
and the monies from the redeemed Xtron bonds had all
been paid back to the church
with interest.

Ho’s English album
launched in Februa
Herz was not satisfie
as it did not have tha
invited songwriter a
Jean (producer of Sh
Lie”) to “polish up” t

2005 2006

The Church received a mandate to
find a new building “in the marketplace for the marketplace” to meet
the needs of its growing congregation. The Arise & Build campaign
began that year for the new building

PROPERT
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AUDITOR
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ISSUES
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BOND AN
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was slated to be
ary 2006. However,
ed with the product
at “smash hit” and
and producer Wyclef
hakira’s “Hips Don’t
the album.
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• On Jul 7, 2007, the
church’s executive
members were told in
the Extraordinary
General Meeting that
the Board and the
lnvestment Committee
had come up with an
Investment Policy. They
were also told that
AMAC was to be
appointed as CHC's fund
manager, with an initial
sum of S$25 million of
Building Fund monies
invested through AMAC
with a view to earning a
better return than
interest on bank deposits.
• On Aug 17, 2007, the
first bond subscription
agreement was signed
between AMAC and
Xtron for the issuance
of up to $13m by Xtron.
These funds were used
by Xtron to fund the US
album production.

2007

g.

TY

OPERTY
RCH

RDITOR

• The negotiation between Wyclef Jean and Herz
(above right) broke down because Jean’s asking
price was too high and Kong had asked Herz to
keep negotiating for a better price. This caused
the second delay to the album release. Ho was
subsequently managed by music producer
Johnny Wright, whose clients include Justin
Timberlake and Jonas Brothers.
• Given the Renci saga that year, the church
leadership and auditors decided to be more
vigilant. Foong had advised that since Ho was
an Xtron artist, there was a need to disclose
the relationship between Xtron and CHC.
Ho thus terminated her contract with Xtron
on Jul 31, 2008 and signed an artist
management agreement with Ultimate Assets
on Aug 19, 2008. Ultimate Assets is owned
by Hanafi.
• On Oct 7, 2008, a Bond Subscription
Agreement was signed between AMAC and
Firna for the issuance of up to $24.5m by
Firna. Hanafi pledged that he would use part of
the bond proceeds to fund the Crossover Project.

2008

• On Aug 10, 2008, the executive members were told
during a EOGM that Xtron had the intention to
purchase a unit in The RiverWalk and lease it to
CHC for ministry purposes. They were also told that
the CHC Board had decided to purchase bonds
from Xtron to fund Xtron's purchase of the
RiverWalk unit.
• On Aug 20, 2008, Xtron and AMAC entered into
the amended and restated bond subscription
agreement (ABSA). The maximum amount of
funding to be made available to Xtron was increased
from $13m to $25m. The first BSA was subsumed
under the ABSA.
• A further $8.5m was disbursed to Xtron under the
ABSA as part payment towards the purchase of
Riverwalk unit. The rest of the payment was from a
loan taken from the Standard Chartered Bank.

On Dec 3, 2008, auditor Sim Guan Seng met
with the CHC representatives when he took over
Tiang Yii as the engagement partner for CHC’s
accounts. Sharon Tan testified that she left the
meeting convinced that Sim did not like having
unquoted bonds in CHC’s books.

UES
NDBOND
ARLA AND ARLA
CATION
TRANSACATION

The next scheduled date
to release the album
was Aug 17, 2010. Ho’s
promotional activities,
including a radio tour,
TV appearances and
press opportunities, were
scheduled to start in
June 2010. However, the
investigation for this case
started in May 31, 2010
and Ho was “summoned”
back to Singapore on
June 12 or 13. She could
not go back to US for the
album release in the end.

Ho was hospitalized for six weeks in
March or April 2009 because she was
critically ill, just a few months before
her album was slated to be released
that August. This was the reason why
the US album was delayed a third time.
Because of the delay, Xtron was unable
to redeem its bonds from CHC at the
time of maturity on Aug 16, 2009.

2009

2010

• In June 2009, CHC approached the owners of Suntec to negotiate
for the purchase of a stake in Suntec but the bid was unsuccessful.
After Jun 3, 2009, CHC signed an Extension Sublease of Singapore
Expo Hall 8 with Xtron for the period Mar 1, 2009 to Feb 28, 2011.
• On Jul 18, 2009, Chew presented the plan to give prepayment to
Xtron and the mandate to secure a property for the church.
Using the advance rental, Xtron would redeem the $21.5m bonds,
and invest $11m into Firna, which Firna would use to repay CHC
for the Firna bonds. This was to address issues raised by auditor Sim
Guan Seng, Sharon Tan testified.

On Jan 15, 2010,
CHC signed a sales
and purchase agreement to purchase a
stake in Suntec.

• In September 2009, CHC was in discussions for a potential bid for
the land at Capitol Theatre. That same month, Chew and Tan Ye
Peng renewed negotiations with the new owners of Suntec to
purchase a stake in Suntec and rental of halls for use by CHC.
• On Oct 15, 2009,  Xtron signed the Advance Rental Licensing
Agreement with CHC. The Xtron Amended Bond Subscription
Agreement was offset from the ARLA and Firna bonds redeemed.
On Apr 9, 2009, Sim again expressed his concerns over the Xtron
and Firna bonds. Sharon Tan testified that she left the meeting with
the impression that if the Xtron bonds were not redeemed, Sim would
consolidate the Xtron and CHC accounts for the following financial
year. CHC did not want consolidation because Xtron would be seen as
one entity with CHC, ie a religious organization. This would make it
difficult for Xtron to negotiate for the commercial property and to seek
bank loans.

• In October 2009, CHC paid AMAC a total of $11.4m
in two tranches as investments in the Special
Opportunity Funds.
• In the same month, Firna redeemed its bonds from CHC.

When CHC purchased a stake
in Suntec, the ARLA was
rescinded and Xtron repaid
CHC a total of $40.5m by Oct
4, 2010.
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Burning Questions
Many questions were raised during this tranche, particularly during the testimony
and cross-examination of Kong Hee. City News Weekly addresses some of these.
By THE CITY NEWS TEAM

CN PHOTO FILE

Lonely Travel was the most effective
evangelism tool of all Ho's albums.

WHAT WAS THE PURPOSE OF
PURCHASING THE 30,000 COPIES
OF SUN HO’S LONELY TRAVEL?
Minutes for the 21 Aug 2004 CHC
board meeting showed that “the board
has decided to buy the following number of CDs from Xtron Productions
Pte Ltd to be used for the purpose of
CHC mission outreach globally. The
CDs will be given from time to time
as gifts to visiting ministries as well as
overseas churches that CHC will minister to for the period from July 2004
to December 2006, being testimonies
of CHC’s Crossover mission work. The
CDs will be expensed off in 2004.”
Kong Hee told the court that “…
Lonely Travel especially, has been the
most successful album and the most effective evangelism tool of all the Asian
albums. So there was a demand, even
after the promotion period was over,
among our affiliate churches to use it
as evangelism for their own communi-

ties in the various parts of Asia.”
CHC spent $581,000 to buy 32,500
copies of Lonely Travel as well as all remaining copies of Sun With Love and
Sun*Day albums. The court also heard
that Lonely Travel reached platinum
sales in Asia, meaning that it sold over
100,000 copies before the excess inventory was bought by CHC for missions.
DID WAHJU HANAFI REQUEST
FOR A REFUND OF HIS BUILDING
FUND TO GIVE TO THE CROSSOVER? WHAT IS OUR CHURCH’S
REFUND POLICY THEN AND NOW?
When, in 2003, Wahju Hanafi was
asked if he would make good on his
2002 word to sponsor the Crossover
Project, he confirmed that he would,
but by that time, he had already given
a sum of $1.27m to the church, which
had gone into the building fund. He
requested for that amount to be chan-

neled to the Crossover Project. Arrangements were then made to refund
Hanafi’s money from the building
fund to cover all the expenses of the
Crossover Project up to that point. The
church did not have a refund policy for
donations at that time.
Today, however, the church has a
much clearer policy regarding donations. The church’s offering
envelopes and website
clearly spell out what
the donations go to paying for, and that there is
a no refund policy:

CN FILE PHOTO

Wahju Hanafi,
who underwrote
the Crossover
Project

Hogging Court Passes?
There was a “tip-off ” to the newspapers that City
Harvest Church members were hogging court passes
in a bid to block out the public. What was the truth?
By THE CITY NEWS TEAM
In August, in the middle of senior pastor Kong Hee’s time on the stand, the
newspapers approached CHC about a
rumor that church members were collecting all the court passes in a bid to
prevent the public from hearing the
truth. It was noted that although no
passes were available, there were empty
seats in the gallery during the hearing.
This led the court officials to issue a
new ruling that members of the public
could now enter the courtroom if there
are vacant seats once court is in session.
To ascertain the facts, CNW asked
Lim Wee Lee, a church staff member
who assisted with the collection of
court passes this last tranche.
According to Lim, there was indeed
an arrangement to help collect passes—which the court would give out between 5am and 7.30am—the City News
team as well as pastoral intercessors.
This was out of concern that queuing
early in the morning may prove to be
too draining for those who needed to

attend court sessions on a daily basis,
and also to aid those who were parents
who needed to bring their children to
school at that hour. Individuals, including students from the School of Theology, stood in the morning to queue for
the required number of tickets, usually
no more than 20. The court gives out
50 passes for the morning and 50 for
the afternoon.
Lim stressed that this arrangement
was fully voluntary and non-obligatory,
and those who were willing to help were
ferried in the early morning by a chartered bus to the subordinate courts, and
subsequently ferried back to church to
attend daily lessons after collecting the
court passes. The bus was chartered using funds that had been pooled together by individuals who wished to help.
He added that the students queued
for just enough court passes to provide
for the intercessors and the City News
team. All tickets collected were fully
utilized.
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• All donations to the church are
voluntary and non-refundable.
• Donations will be used to support
the mission and various activities
of the church including the
church’s building fund. This fund
is dedicated to the acquisition,
construction, development,
maintenance, lease and use of
buildings and other real estate
including the rental or purchase of
equipment and furnishings, fees of
service providers and building
management fees for the activities
of the church.
• Official receipts will be issued only
for donations specified as tithe
and/or building fund.
DID SUN HO ONLY GIVE $50,000
TO HUMANITARIAN WORK?
No, board meeting minutes of Xtron
held on Saturday, Nov 24, 2007 recorded
that Sun Ho waived her royalties totaling close to $200,000 from the Lonely
Travel and Gain albums between 2003
to 2006. In 2008, Ho further waived
close to $17,000 of royalties for her
Embrace album. According to an agreement between Ho and her then-management company Xtron, Xtron donated
Ho’s royalties to the building of schools in
various provinces in China: Chong Qing,
Liao Ning, Gui Zhou, He Nan. Xtron also
made donations of just over $100,000 to
the building of schools in partnership
with Ho’s humanitarian efforts.
DID SUN HO ACTUALLY SING
AT THE 2008 BEIJING SPECIAL
OLYMPICS?
Ho sang and recorded the music video

of the official theme song of the Special
Olympics, “The World Has You And Me”
with famous Chinese singer Sun Nan.
However, she did not sing at the Special
Olympics Opening Ceremony.
Contrary to allegations that this song
was not an official Special Olympics
song, four events corroborate the authenticity of this song.
Aug 10, 2007: The official theme song
“The World Has You And Me” was selected out of 573 entries. It was announced
on the Special Olympics official website.
Aug 11, 2007: The theme song was announced at the “Pu Jiang Night” charity
dinner held at Shanghai International
Convention Centre. This was reported
on the Chinese government website
Big5.gov.cn. It was also reported on the
Beijing Olympics 2008 website.
Aug 28, 2007: China Central Television (CCTV) reported: “Directors Huang
Zhen Zhen and Huang Qiu Tai came to
Shanghai to film the music video of the
theme song for the Shanghai 2007 Special Olympics World Summer Games,
and they have invited Xu An Hua to be
the consultant for the MV. Sun Nan and
Singaporean singer Sun Ho were appointed to be the ambassador of love and
to sing the theme song.”  
Sep 3, 2007: For the actual opening
ceremony, the executive producer Don
Mischer invited Quincy Jones to compose another theme song “I Know I Can”,
which was performed at the opening ceremony instead of “The World Has You
And Me”.

CN FILE PHOTO

Ho and Sun Nan performing at a charity event.
WAS THE CROSSOVER SECULAR
OR SPIRITUAL?
The Crossover began as a mission of the
church in 2001. Worship pastor Sun Ho
was slated to record a contemporary
Christian music album, but a professional music producer suggested marketing
it as a secular album for wider reach. The
first album Sun With Love did well, and
the second,   SUN*day achieved double
platinum in Singapore. Ho began to tour
around the region, and at the end of her
concert, during which she shared her
testimony, Kong Hee gave an altar call
and they saw thousands receiving Jesus
Christ. It grew evident that the masses
were attracted to Ho's secular persona
and music, and this was a good opportunity to reach the unchurched in places
that were not friendly to the Gospel.
After the Roland Poon incident, the
decision was made by the board to separate the church from the Crossover Proj-

ect. The Crossover Project can be seen
to have two dimensions: the Crossover
album was the secular dimension, and
costs for the music videos and album
production were borne by Xtron and
Ultimate Assets. The second dimension
was the Crossover Mission, which conducted outreach concerts and won the
lost to Jesus Christ. The cost of sending
missionaries and conducting followup
were borne by the church. Neither the album nor the mission could exist without
the other.
The fruits of the Crossover Project
were many. From no affiliate churches in
1995 to 13 of them in 2002, CHC today
has 77 churches in its network and six
Bible schools in three countries. Nearly
140,000 souls were saved through the
Gospel concerts, mostly in the Asian region. The plan had been to replicate this
in the US following the eventual album
launch in 2010.

CROSSOVER PROJECT

CROSSOVER MISSION

CROSSOVER ALBUM

PRODUCTION
PROMOTION
• Music videos
• Secular concerts
• Singles & album • TV appearances
CN FILE PHOTOS

(Top) Sun Ho with children
in Haiti after the 2010
earthquake.
(Left) Ho visiting the children in Sichuan, China
after the earthquake in
2008.

EVANGELISM
• Outreach concerts

SECULAR

XTRON/ULTIMATE ASSETS

FOLLOW-UP

SPIRITUAL
CHC

RESULTS OF THE CROSSOVER PROJECT

Nearly 140,000 souls saved.
From 0 affiliate churches to 47 affiliate churches in 6 countries.
Total of 77 churches in CHC network including 30 associate churches in China.
6 bible schools in 3 countries (990 graduates in 2009).

There are many other questions that remain, many of which cannot be answered
yet as the trial is still ongoing and what is written may constitute subjudice.
City News Weekly aims to address these at an opportune time.
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Heard In Court
They have been accused of many things, but the three
defendants on the stand this tranche have all spoken of their
love for the church and their commitment to the church’s
mission of the Crossover Project. Here is a look back at the
heartfelt testimonies heard.
By THE CITY NEWS TEAM

ONLY SPIRITUAL GAINS FROM CHURCH
John Lam under cross-examination by Kong
Hee’s lawyer, Jason Chan on Jul 16, 2014.
Chan: You're one of the founders of CHC and
your entire family as well as your mother are
members of the church?
Lam: That's right.
Chan: It's a simple question, Mr Lam: would
you intentionally do something that would
harm your church?
Lam: … I have… been in City Harvest or even
before City Harvest was founded, since 1987.
My life, basically—all the demands of my life
has been placed on three things: my family, my job and the church. Since I've
joined City Harvest, I've nothing but served, given my time, my demands,
sometimes to the detriment to my career and my family. I've given my
money, I've not taken out any money from the church. If there's any gain, I
would say those are spiritual gain, they were gains of friendship. And that has
been, since I met Pastor Kong in 1987 until now, I have never taken anything
from the church. My core belief has always been to serve. So, to answer that
question, I will not do anything intentional to harm the church.

SHE HAD NO INTENTION TO CAUSE CHURCH LOSS
Sharon Tan under examination-in-chief by her lawyer Kannan Ramesh on
Sep 18, 2014. Her tearful testimony saw many in the courtroom reaching
for tissues and sniffling.
Ramesh: You testified—and I'm lifting from your answers—that you got to
know the Lord when you first joined the church. Right? Was this a significant
event in your life?”
Sharon Tan: Very much, your Honour. This is my first church and my only
church.
Ramesh: Why is this significant? Can you just briefly tell us?
Sharon Tan: Your Honour, this is the church that I grew up
in. The values, everything that is me right now is learnt from
and been grown from this church, your Honour. My -- I got
to know my friends, my husband, started my family with three
kids. And, your Honour, from 15 to 25, it's about 10 years, and
from 25 to 35, your Honour, I have the privilege to work in
church until the day that -- that we got raided, your Honour.
But I was thankful that I had another two years before
the charge came. And, your Honour, in all these years
of working in church, your Honour, I never have intention to cause any loss to the church. Never at all.
And, your Honour, it was all done for the furtherance of the Crossover Project and the building,
which is for the church, your Honour. And, your
Honour, my story and information that was given
to the CAD remains the same, and I believe that
I have been consistent. And, your Honour, this is
my only story, and I do not have another story
to tell… I'm not perfect and there are many
things that I still need to learn. Many things
that I've done may not seems to be the best
method administratively… but your Honour, I
never have any intention to cause any loss to the church.

WHY SUN DID NOT RETURN TO THE US AFTER INVESTIGATIONS
Kong Hee under re-examination by Edwin Tong on Sep 11, 2014. Kong was
visibly affected by the ordeal his young son endured.
Tong: You were also asked in cross-examination by Mr Chew why, after this period of time, after you had been asked to go to the CAD to give statements, you
or Sun didn't go back to the US to complete the album so that you could recover
the album proceeds and the revenue. Can you explain why you didn't do that?
Kong: Your Honour, there are two parts to this question. The first part is why
I didn't try to recover the album proceeds and the revenue. Your Honour, for
the best of my knowledge, all the investments City Harvest Church has put
into Xtron, Firna, everything had been restored back to the church. The
church had not lost money. The copyrights, the songs, they're the property of
Xtron and UA. The Xtron directors, the UA director, Wahju, didn't ask me to
pursue this matter. The second part of it has to do with why didn't Sun go back
to launch the album? Your Honour, the moment the investigation began and I
went for the CAD interviews, I was explicitly told to get my wife to come back.
Sun had to finish whatever outstanding business she had in the US, uproot my
boy from the school, rush back to Singapore in time for the interview in two
weeks. And the moment she came back, your Honour, she was— shortly after
that, she was placed under arrest and had to be released on bail. So her travel
is now limited. And at the back of our minds, we never knew is she going to be
called at a moment's notice for interviews by the CAD, or worse still, would she
get charged? Your Honour, then there's the consideration of my boy, Dayan.
Your Honour, at that point in time, the whole investigation was shocking and
traumatic—for my little boy. He was five and a half years old, going to six. He
started to have panic anxiety, your Honour, hyperventilating on most days. My
wife and I had to bring him to see psychiatrist. He went to a very good Christian school, had wonderful classmates, but, your Honour, the classmates were
young, and they would innocently ask him, "Is your dad in jail already?" Dayan
would often come back and say, "Dad, why are all the teachers and adults
at school constantly talking about you?" It was a very traumatic time for
him, your Honour. If Sun would do—be on the road again, and something
happens to me in this trial, case, at that point in time, what would happen
to my son? Dayan needed Mum to be around. Sun had to be around. And
the church needed her, she was the cofounder, to stabilise the membership.
That was the reason why wife did not go back to launch the album, even
though she had worked so hard for it, after so many years, your Honour.
WAS THE CROSSOVER WORTH THE PRICE?
Kong Hee under cross-examination by Andre Maniam, lawyer for Serina
Wee on Aug 19, 2014. His words brought tears to co-defendants Sharon
Tan and Wee.
Maniam: Would you say, Pastor, that, looking back, what the Crossover achieved
was worth the price?
Kong: Your Honour, on a big level, I have no doubt it was worth the price because of the impact and the achievement for the Kingdom of God, the thousands of souls that got saved, the number of churches that were impacted and
started. But the price of putting through my church through this trial, through
putting all my co-accused, my friends, through all these painful times, there
are moments where I do a lot of soul-searching, your Honour, but I knew
that we were not disobedient to the heavenly vision given by God to us.
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Kong Hee’s
Confession Letter
The “confession letter” of Jun 3, 2010 was a key document
presented in court during Kong Hee’s evidence that revealed
his state of mind at the time.
By THE CITY NEWS TEAM

“When you say you had done wrong,
what wrong did you do?”
On Sep 11, when Kong Hee was
asked this question by his lawyer Edwin Tong, he replied, “I was ignorant. I
could have been more involved in some
of the financial transactions, understood it more. I felt I was negligent not
being around enough. Could have done
a lot of things better, your Honour.”
Tong had brought out, as the final
exhibit in his re-examination of Kong,
a “confession letter” that the senior pastor of City Harvest Church had written
on June 3, 2010 to “come clean”, at the
advice of his former lawyer.
In this 12-page letter, Kong revealed,
from his perspective, the matters of the
investigation, from how the Crossover

Project began as a mission and how
it had a positive impact on Asia, how
church member Wahju Hanafi offered
to sponsor the Crossover to how Xtron
was incorporated to manage Sun Ho so
that she would not lose her freedom to
serve the church, how the success of her
singles led to the plans for a US album,
how the Firna bonds came in to raise
more capital for the US album, and how
Suntec had been procured necessitating the return of the advanced rental
to CHC, which caused Xtron to turn to
Hanafi to make good on his promise to
underwrite the Crossover.
Kong ended with a four-point plea
(see box) in which he spoke of his worry
for this family, the church and Christianity and God.

KONG'S 2010 PLEA

DID HE SHOULDER THE BLAME OR NOT?
Kong Hee had said at various times that he
was willing to “take the rap” for the other
accused. However, co-defendant Chew
Eng Han challenged him on this point,
citing the confession letter in which Kong
had named Chew as the one who had come
up with funding solutions including Xtron
bond with Tan Ye Peng, the purchase of
Riverwalk by Xtron and the advance rent-

als, the Firna bond, the investments with
guaranteed interest.
Senior counsel Andre Maniam helped
put the situation into perspective by referring to Chew’s own statements to the CAD
in which he explained how he had worked
with the auditor Foong Daw Ching, and
Christina Ng, the lawyer from Drew and
Napier to issue the Xtron bonds.

FROM CHEW ENG HAN’S STATEMENT TO THE CAD:
Question: Describe the process, from the beginning to end, of the issuance of
bonds by Xtron and the eventual drawdown by CHC.
Answer: After the mechanism was explained to Pastor Tan Ye Peng, I was tasked
to do the follow-up legal work with the lawyers. At the same time, the idea
was explained to the auditors, Foong Daw Ching regarding the issuance of
the bonds, as well as the purpose of the bonds. As the auditors had no issue, I
was then to proceed with the lawyers, M/s Drew & Napier, to draft out the bond
agreement pertaining to the first tranche.
Question: Who came up with the clause in the bond agreement stating the purpose of the loan was for music production?
Answer: I told the lawyer, Christina Ng from Drew & Napier that the bond proceeds will be used for the Crossover Project. I explained the Crossover Project
to the lawyer. She followed-on from my description and incorporated the stated
purpose into the bond agreement.
Maniam asked, “Pastor Kong, this matter of
coming clean and taking responsibility, you
were not going to lie in that process and say
you were the one who spoke to the lawyer
when that wasn't the truth.  Right?”

Kong: “No, I'm not going to lie.”
Maniam: “What you were just doing was
stating as a matter of fact what you did and
what others did. That's right?”
Kong: "Yes, your Honour."

On Jun 3, 2010, Kong Hee wrote a 12-page letter to "come clean"
about his "negligence". He ended it with this four-point plea.
• The fallout from my negligence and mistakes is tragic enough for
my family. I wonder everyday how this situation will affect my
little boy and his future. The impact on the 32,000-plus members
will be painfully great as well. With the recent purchase of shares in
Suntec Convention, there is now serious doubt in CHC's ability to
fulfill its commitment in the deal. And with their senior pastor's
reputation in question, I'm worried how many members will feel lost
and disappointment not just in me, but in Christianity and God as well.
• Outside of my church, the impact of this on Christianity and the
charity sector in Singapore would be unfathomable. I worry that
the integrity of all pastors and megachurches will be viewed with
great suspicion hereafter. The charity sector, which has already
suffered the bad publicities of the NKF and Renci debacles,
will take yet another hit because of my ignorance and negligence.

We carry a wide range of Bibles,
Books, CDs, DVDs and beautiful gifts
for all occasions.

• I am willing to shoulder the blame of my failure as the senior pastor
of service to my church, our society and to lives in need locally as well
as internationally. But more than that, I pray that the authorities will
help CHC, Singapore Christianity, and the local charity sector navigate
through this very unfortunate and damning situation that I have caused.
• Finally, I plead for leniency even as I recognize my failures and
mistakes throughout this entire situation. I see now how wrong many
of the decisions I was a part of are now after reviewing them with
my lawyers from Drew and Napier. However in all honesty, I truly did
not make any of these decisions with the intention of personal gain.
I hope that you will believe my testimony above and give me a chance
to make amends to become a better person and Christian minister.

154 West Coast Road West Coast Plaza #01-77 S(127371)
Tel: 6779 3770 Email: sales@mounthermon.com.sg
Opening Hours: Daily 10am to 9.30pm
www.facebook.com/MountHermonBerastagi

www.mounthermon.com.sg
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OCTOBER 30 THURSDAY
ENCOUNTER NIGHT

SIGN UP
NOW!

8 p.m. • 1 Jurong West Street 91, B4 Main Auditorium

OCTOBER 31 FRIDAY
RELATIONSHIP EXCELLENCE

Register at
chc.org.sg

SPEAKERS: KONG HEE & SUN HO

2.30 p.m. - 4 p.m. • Suntec Singapore, Level 6, Hall 606 Theater

WORKSHOPS

(choose only 1 workshop) SPEAKERS: VARIOUS SPEAKERS

4.30 p.m. - 6.30 p.m. • Suntec Singapore, Level 6, Hall 606, Rooms D & E, Rooms F & G

1. SINGLES WORKSHOP BY SUN HO & JACELYN TAY

2. MARRIAGE WORKSHOP

A. EMBRACE YOUR SINGLEHOOD

BUILDING AN EMOTIONALLY HEALTHY MARRIAGE

Being single is NOT a problem! Jesus said some have chosen to be single
for the sake of the kingdom (Matt. 19:11-12), while Paul considered his
singlehood a “gift from God” (1 Cor. 7:7-8). So, what should one do while
he/she is single? Just as Adam, in his singlehood, was asked to “cultivate”
the Garden of Eden, this workshop will teach you how you can empower,
enrich and embrace your singlehood!
Sun Ho
Wife, mother and co-founder of City Harvest Church

BY ARTHUR LING & CHANG CHEE SIAH

Do you want to experience an emotional breakthrough in your marriage? Do
you yearn for intimate conversation and connection with your spouse? This
workshop focuses on building a secured and safe relationship between husband
and wife. Hundreds of studies now show that positive loving connections with
our spouses protect us from stress and help us cope better with life’s challenges
and traumas.
Arthur Ling & Chang Chee Siah
Arthur Ling is the Deputy Director of Fei Yue Community Services. He is actively involved in
counselling, facilitating parenting groups and conducting marital programs. He is one of
the 6-member expert panel appointed by the Ministry of Social and Family Development
to improve standards in the family life education sector in Singapore.

B. EATING RIGHT TO LOOK GOOD

Celebrity health coach and nutrition consultant, Jacelyn Tay founded
Body Inc. in Feb 2006. She believes that a thorough understanding of how
our body works is the key to health, weight management, active aging, skin
rejuvenating and disease prevention. Learn how to feel good inside and
look good outside.

Chang Chee Siah is the Director of Blueprint For Life Pte Ltd, a company commited
to helping individuals discover their talents, unleashing their potential, and fulfilling
their destiny.
Arthur and Chee Siah are married with 3 children.

Jacelyn Tay
One of Singapore’s most popular celebrities and a true believer in holistic health,
Tay started her journey as a health coach and founded Body Inc. Integrated
Medicine. Jacelyn is passionate in helping individuals achieve health and
happiness by restoring the body’s self-healing ability via natural medicine.

3. PARENTING WORKSHOP BY PHILLIP A. TOWNDROW & POH YEANG CHERNG
A. CHRISTIAN VALUES FOR 21ST CENTURY CHILDREN

B. SOCIAL MEDIA RESPONSIBILITY FOR CHILDREN

Phillip A. Towndrow
Dr Phillip A.Towndrow is currently working as a Senior Research Scientist at National
Institute of Education, Singapore. He is a teacher, educator and researcher,
with a passion to see godly values instilled in children. He blogs regularly at
christianeducatorstogether.blogspot.sg

Poh Yeang Cherng
Poh Yeang Cherng is Director and Principal Consultant at Kingmaker Consultancy Pte.
Ltd. He is a pioneer of the Cyber Wellness movement in Singapore and has served on the
National Internet Advisory Committee’s Cyber Wellness Task Force (2002-2005). Poh set up
Singapore’s first Cyber Wellness Centre in 2006 and is active practitioner-researcher who
conducts research projects in schools regarding the effects of social media and video
games on adolescents.

Against the backdrop of undesirable and unhealthy messages in films, TV,
social media and secular peer-pressure, what can we as Christian parents do
to plant godly values into our children’s hearts that will remain with them for
the rest of their lives? You will learn how to incorporate 5 key Christian values
into your family life and understand why these standards of behaviour are
important and necessary in bringing God’s Kingdom to earth.

TGIF (DINNER)

7.30 p.m. - 10 p.m. • Suntec Singapore, Level 6, Halls 601-604

Children today are exposed to digital devices from a very young age. Video
games and online videos are usually the first teachers of young minds. This
workshop draws upon cutting-edge research to dissect the effects of such
exposure, and prepares parents for possible challenges.

7.30 p.m. Dinner with Entertainment
Highlight of the night –

Coffee with Kong!

A fee of $20 is applicable for the
dinner. Please make payment at
the booth located outside Hall 606.

NOVEMBER 1-2 SATURDAY–SUNDAY
HIGHER CONFERENCE WEEKEND SERVICES | Saturday, 5 p.m. • Sunday, 10 a.m. • Suntec Singapore, Level 6, Halls 601-604

